
AQUATIC SOLUTIONS & 
RECOVERY 
MARINE SHRINK WRAP 

OVERVIEW 

1. Project Background and Description 

A.S.R   Mobile shrink wrap service will perform marine shrink wrap for 

_____________________ on ______________________________ vessel. 

 

2. Project Scope 

 A.S.R will use top quality marine grade shrink film and accessories to cover the 

vessel from bow to stern including parts of the outboard motor. The covering will 

consist of stanchions where appropriate, center line support banding, a perimeter 

band and belly bands as needed. The process will take place at the customer’s 

place of choosing within the A.S.R service area. All consideration will be taken to 

preserve the vessel’s present consideration and the future transport of the covered 

vessel by it’s owner before seasonal unavailing. Two standard vents for circulation 

will be offered at no extra charge. Vessel size includes pulpit and platforms. 

 

3. High-Level Requirements 

 To facilitate the above mentioned scope of work, a minimum of 4 feet clear 

access to the vessel on all sides is necessary unless otherwise agreed. The 

vessel should be clear of all hazards and clutter. The vessels owner must take 

all precautions to protect and winterize the propulsion, combustion, water and 

electrical systems before wrapping film is applied. 

 

 Name of vessel _____________________________________________ 

Hull #_______________________________________________________ 

Ins. company____________________________  

Policy #________________________________ 

 



4. Specific Exclusions from Scope 

 Marine shrink wrap is intended as a durable custom fit covering. It is 

warranted against tears for 12 months in reasonable and customary 

conditions. It is recommended during times of excessive snow fall, for the 

owner to maintain the cover with a snow brush to prevent cave-ins. In the 

rare case of defects or tears, please notify A.S.R. immediately, so repairs 

can be made as needed. Shrink wrapping is not a substitute for full 

winterizing procedures. All antennas, fishing rods and outriggers should be 

securely stowed or removed as needed. The vessel should be dry and free of 

combustible gases in the bulkheads and bilge.  

 

5. Implementation Plan 

 A.S.R. will arrive at an approximate time, conditions, permitting and will stay until 

shrink wrapping is complete. A booking deposit is requested and can be paid online 

if necessary. Deposits are fully refundable if cancelled before 24 hours of arrival 

time. A 50% fee will be assessed if cancelled during 24 hours window. All jobs can 

be rescheduled due to weather without penalty. 

 

6. High-Level Timeline/Schedule 

 This vessel is scheduled for the Date_____________ Time ____________ 

Please have clear access to the vessel. 

 

APPROVAL AND AUTHORITY TO PROCEED 

We approve the project as described above, and authorize the team to proceed. 

Agents / Owner Name. Signature Date 
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